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 PRESENT   

 Sally Ketchin Head Teacher SK 

 Keith Martin Principal Teacher (P6) KM 

 Charlene Kay PC Secretary CK 

 Ann Pratt PC Treasurer AP 

 Illiyana Nedkova Curator-in-Residence IN 

 Barry Donald-Hewitt Interim headteacher during SK’s maternity leave BDH 

 Heather Rikic PC Member HR 

 Vlad Hasiu PC Member VH 

 Olly Paterson Parent OP 

 Janina Costa Parent JC 

 Barry Donald-Hewitt Interim headteacher during SK’s maternity leave BDH 

 Daria Malek Parent DM 

 Ruth Punna Parent RP 

 Gwenetta Curry Parent GC 

 Siân Harris Parent SH 

 Kuang Chiang Parent KC 

 Liva Svarane Parent LS 

    

1.0 Welcome by the Chair There is no current chair so CK welcomed everyone 
and ran the meeting. 

 

2.0 The Role of the Parent 
Council 

CK summarised the role of the PC.     

3.0 Minutes of last meeting  

3.1 The trim trail was partially repaired without any communication or our 
knowledge during the holidays. Concerns were raised by playground staff 
when we returned as the gaps on the clatter bridge were wide enough for 
small children (P1 and P2) to get their feet stuck between. We reported this 
and asked for it to be looked at; the team who installed it came and removed 
it, again with no communication. As our plan had been to remove the trim 
trail as it became beyond wear and tear and then reimagine the whole area 
when the janitor’s house was demolished, Linda is trying to get in touch with 

SK/BDH 
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the team managing the planning of the demolition to find out where we are 
with it. If it’s 6 months away, we will live with the trim trail the way it is. If it’s 
more than that, we will make it into a better play area for the time being. Isla 
Munro and Solii Brodie have been in touch about coming in to finish the 
hoardings. 

3.2 Partnership with Palace of Holyroodhouse is still there but the tour of the new 
learning centre by Abbeyhill staff and student projects have been put off due 
to Covid.  

 

3.3 Inclusion/race/social justice books for the school library is still going to 
happen. HR is now looking into online subscriptions for the school/parents. SK 
will liaise with HR and put her in touch with an Abbeyhill teacher to continue 
this project.  

SK/HR 

3.4 Outdoor garden/classroom: one priority from the students was a chicken 
coop so that has been purchased and is in the wooded area. Mr Hamilton (P1) 
will raise the chicks in his class first before transfer to the coop.  

 

3.5 The basketball hoop was put up and promptly fell down again! Mr Forrest is in 
the process of borrowing a stonemason drill bit from another school and will 
have it up next week.   

SK 

3.6 Thank you to the PC for paying 50% of the P7’s sweatshirts. SK asked if this 
could be an annual contribution done at the end of P6 for the future P7s. PC 
agreed.  

 

3.7 Staffing update: A small clarification; we had a vacancy for a new probationer 
(Mr McNeil) but not to employ anyone further, for instance by offering Ms 
Stamati a permanent post in the same way we were able to keep Mr Hamilton 
in 2019 whilst also taking on Ms Stamati as a probationer. 
Mr Hamilton is of course back with us on a phased return and Mr Forde is 
currently supporting that. As it has been extended beyond what we had 
anticipated, Mr Forde has understandably accepted work elsewhere and so 
Ms Sola is kindly supporting the last few weeks of phased return.  
 

 

3.8 Louise Caldwell (Playground Support Worker) has been contacted to see if the 
session to review loose parts play with the PSAs can be rescheduled to the 
October in-service day. 
 

SK/BDH 

4.0 Head teacher’s report  

4.1 Health and Safety: Thank you to AP who met with me last week to go through 
Health and Safety issues; she made a few suggestions which were put forward 
to the Abbeyhill Health and Safety group and will be discussed at our meeting 
tomorrow afternoon. The group consists of staff reps from nursery, 
management, PSAs and teachers as well as Unison and the EIS unions. There 
has been a significant reduction in parent numbers at the school gates in the 
last week and a significant proportion of parents wear face coverings, which 
are of course not mandatory. 
 

 

4.2   
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4.3 Scoosh: The Scoosh survey will close tomorrow and has so far had 42 
responses. When I created the survey, Microsoft Forms indicated that I would 
be able to see the email addresses, hence my disclosure to parents. However, 
I can’t so unless a parent has named their child in their response, this has 
been anonymous. The overwhelming feedback is that a club is needed and the 
removal of the service will have a negative impact on families and on the 
school. I will have a meeting with Margaret from Scoosh early next week to 
discuss the survey results but in the meantime  I am also in touch with a new 
club called Smart Cookies who are in the process of registering to run at Leith 
Walk. Early discussion is very positive and it looks as though this would be a 
viable alternative. They are currently running in the Bellevue area and could 
accommodate Abbeyhill pupils there if the LWPS club hasn’t started by 
October with a minibus pickup and shuttle service back as Scoosh did. 
Post meeting note: SK met Margaret and it’s been agreed that if 8 children 
attend each day the club can continue for Abbeyhill students. However, at the 
time of writing only 4 families have filled in the registration form. A parent 
took the time to set out some more information on financial assistance 
available to those requiring after school / out of school care and that has been 
emailed out.  

SK 

4.4 It is possible that afterschool clubs could come back after the October break 
but we don’t know for sure at this time.  

 

4.5 Careers Day: The 3rd June 2021 is in the diary. Current guidance is that by the 
summer term we may be able to have parents/visitors back in the building but 
of course this will all be subject to what the situation is at the time. 

CK/BDH 

4.6 Dates for PC meetings have been requested to be sent to Jodie Hannan (HT at 
Drummond) once they’ve been decided. She will likely attend a meeting. 
We’ve had the head students attend one of our meetings before too, to give 
their insight into life at Drummond.  
 

CK/BDH 

4.7 Gardening group to be started once we can have volunteers back on the 
grounds. 
 

CK/BDH 

4.8 Thank you so much for the generous contribution towards P7 sweatshirts for 
our outgoing and incoming P7s; they were very well received and the new P7s 
love them. Could it be proposed that this could be the annual gift but 
purchased at the end of P6 to be worn and enjoyed from day 1 in P7? PC 
members agreed.  
Linda to invoice AP for the P7 hoodies and the P7 ceilidh band once we know 
when this will be (possibly the spring term). 
 

AP 

4.9 Save the Date/forward planning: At the moment, we can’t see far enough into 
the future to know what this term will look like in terms of all our usual 
activities. We are in the process of agreeing as a staff how to run Parents’ 
Evening but as things stand it will run online during the week starting 
12th October. Other considerations are key events such as Uniform Sales and 

SK/BDH 
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the Nativity. We will keep parents in the loop with as much advance notice as 
possible as to what we are able to do and how. 

5.0 Chair’s report  

5.1 No official chair’s report as there is no current chair. CK asked everyone to 
think about whether they would like to be chair or have a bigger role in the PC 
and this will be discussed at the next meeting.  

CK 

6.0 Treasurer’s report  

6.1 IN is allocating the Ten Villages funding and we have the £9460 from the 
lottery fund to start the community garden/outdoor classroom. There 
remains £535.87 for the playground upkeep fund. We also have £2158.05 
from fundraising for the annual calendar. We are committed to paying 50% of 
the P7 gift (sweatshirts) and £200 towards the P7 ceilidh (may be in the Spring 
this year).  

 

6.2 There is a total of £15697.69 of committed funds and £2822.08 of 
uncommitted funds currently in the bank account.  

 

7.0 Curator-in-residence’s report  

7.1 Colony of Artists is the 19th and 20th of Sept. this year and will be a virtual 
festival. Windows at the school and Abbeyhill businesses have been decorated 
with the pupil’s bees from their “bee kind bee safe” project.  

 

7.2 VH’s app for Holyrood Park is well under way and a first version will be 
available by the Colony of Artists weekend.  

 

7.3 Other art and video of past performance art will be available on 
abbeyhillschoolartists.wordpress.com 

 

7.4 The 10 villages funding, Polski funding and Magic Little Grants will support 
artists-in-residence after the October break.  

 

8.0 Outdoor community classroom/garden  

8.1 SK has suggested a shipping container as a sturdy outdoor classroom option 
and will leave this with BDH, Mr Hamilton and Mr Woodhouse. Costs are 
generally between £2-4k for the kind of sizes we would be looking at.  
 

BDH 

8.2 Following a session with Architecture Scotland just before school closure 
where the pupils involved said they would love school pets, a chicken coop 
was ordered and has been installed in the wildlife garden. Mr Hamilton (P1) 
will incubate and raise chicks as part of their class project and some will move 
to our coop! Trinity Primary has chickens and may agree to share tips and risk 
assessments. 

 

8.3 CK will re-start email correspondence with Mr. Hamilton, Mr. Woodhouse, SK, 
AP regarding this project and speak to past chair Simon Preston to review 
what has been done so far.  
Post meeting note: Email communication with the above group has 
commenced, SK has emailed Julie Kelly (School Estate Planning Officer) from 
the Council and will pass all info onto BDH so we can take this forward in the 
coming weeks.  

CK/SK/BDH 
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9.0 Events  

9.1 Unfortunately due to Covid we cannot plan for any of the usual parent 
council-run events, such as the Halloween Disco and Burns Supper. We will 
keep these in the back of minds and be ready to go if and when the rules 
regarding large gatherings change.  

CK 

10.0  Parent/Teacher meetings & Meet the Teacher 
 

 

10.1 SK said they need the working time agreement from the council first and then 
can plan how and when these will be held. Should get it this week or next and 
have a clearer idea. Could do a virtual Meet the Teacher on Teams perhaps. 

SK 

11.0 Uniform exchange  

11.1 AP is organizing this now (thank you AP!) and she and SK have been discussing 
how it can run. It is likely that AP will share photos of the items online and SK 
will see if parents/carers can pay for items via ParentPay.  

SK/AP 

12.0 Future PC meeting times  

12.1 There was a discussion on which time is best to meet, particularly now that 
meetings will be via Teams. It was agreed that 6:30-8pm would suit the 
majority of people. People are also welcome to hop in and out of the meeting 
as it will be virtual meetings for some time.  
CK will set meeting dates with BDH once he is here and will circulate them to 
everyone.  

CK/BDH 

13.0 Parent Pay/Milk  

13.1 AP suggested having ParentPay organized and milk payments complete at the 
end of the school year rather than at the beginning of the new year. SK said 
from now on it will be done in June.  

SK/BDH 

14.0 Parent council PR  

14.1 CK has been managing the parent council Facebook and Twitter for the past 
few years and asked if anyone else would like to.  

Post meeting note: RP has kindly agreed to become our parent council public 
relations guru and will take over the social media channels. Thank you RP! CK 
to pass info on to RP.  

CK/RP 

15.0 Fundraising/annual calendar  

15.1 AP and CK suggested we continue to do this this year as it is a great fundraiser 
for the PC and usually generates about £1000. AP will be the central point of 
communication and liaise with the school to get artwork from each class and 
pass it on to our parent design team. ☺  

Post meeting note: Calendar communication is well under way. Parent Dave 
Pratt will design the cover again, AP has gotten in touch with the school to 
assign each class a month to produce artwork for, parent William Kearns will 
scan the artwork and size it, parent Gail Gleeson has agreed to help put it all 

AP/SH/CK 
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together in the existing template (SH to help with that as well) and parent 
Mhairi Scott has agreed to collect business sponsorship again. CK’s children 
have started a list of who they will try to sell to during video chats with friends 
and family and will encourage their peers to do the same. Thank you everyone 
for your help! 

16.0 Any other business  

16.1 KC brought up school surveys and whether or not they are confidential. SK 
assured everyone that they are and no one’s details are being passed 
on.  

 

16.2 KC enquired about safety on Abbey Street. SK said it is illegal for cars to drive 
down there during the times specified on the sign and drivers could get points 
on their license for that. However, it was agreed some cars are turning on to 
the street on accident as it is difficult to see the sign until you’ve already 
made the turn. Info on Safer Streets will be added to the school website. 
Post meeting note: CK spoke with parent William Kearns who works in the 
roads department at Edinburgh Council and he is looking into changes that 
could be made to make it clearer. 

SK/CK 

17.0 Next meeting date  

17.1 TBD (CK to discuss with BDH) CK 

 


